AAA10 Student Housing Information
Georgia Institute of Technology
North Avenue Apartments
Nights of July 7 – 17, 2010

AAA10 has reserved a block of residence rooms at the Georgia Institute of Technology. The campus is located in downtown Atlanta and a short distance away by public transportation to the Westin Peachtree Plaza, the site of AAA10. Public transportation is easily accessible to and from campus with a stop just across the street from the Westin.

Accommodations are as follows:

Single rooms in 2 and 4 bedroom apartments: $55.00/person/night, including tax

Room rates include wireless Internet access. Room rates do not include any meals.

The North Avenue Apartment Complex opened in 2009. Each room is an individual bedroom in an attractive, air-conditioned apartment with living room, kitchen, and bathroom(s). The complex also has extensive lounge and study rooms as well as amenity spaces such as a computer lab, TV room, and laundry room. Standard linen is provided as part of the daily room rate and includes a blanket, pillow, pillowcase, two sheets, two towels, and a washcloth. Pay telephones are located in the complex and in the student centers. Individual rooms do not have telephones. For photos and more information about the reserved residences, please consult the following (see 3D Model):

The North Avenue Apartment Complex
Georgia Institute of Technology
120 North Avenue NW, Atlanta, Georgia 30313
http://www.housing.gatech.edu/reshalls/reshalls_detail.cfm?BldgID=191E

Check-in hours are flexible but will generally not be available between the hours of 12:00 am and 7:00 am. Please plan your arrival accordingly. Check-out is by 5:00 pm during the conference dates and by 1:00 pm if departure is July 17 or 18. No refunds for early departure will be granted. Once keys are issued at check-in, each guest is responsible for his/her own key. Each guest may check out only his or her own key. A lost key charge of $50.00 will be applied to any guest who does not return the key upon departure.

Individuals staying in the Georgia Tech North Avenue Apartment Complex must abide by all University policies, regulation, guidelines and all local, state and federal laws. Failure of any guests to comply with these laws, regulations or policies may result in forfeiture of the privilege of using the Georgia Tech facilities, or termination of his or her stay. Smoking is not permitted in any room or apartment building on the Georgia Tech campus.

Reservations must be made with AAAI no later than June 4, 2010. After this date, rooms will be available on a first-come, first-served basis. To reserve a room, please fill out the AAAI-10 Student Housing Form (link to PDF), and mail it with your payment to:

AAA10
Georgia Tech Student Housing
445 Burgess Drive, Suite 100
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Payment may be made by check, payable to AAAI-10 and drawn on a US bank or by MasterCard, Visa, or American Express. Reservations accompanied by full credit card information may be faxed to 650-321-4457. Payment must include full length of stay and approximate arrival time at Georgia Tech. Computers and laptops will not be available and all guests must provide their own equipment for accessing the Internet in the apartment building at Georgia Tech. Housing will not be confirmed without payment. Refunds, minus a 10% processing fee, will be granted if requested in writing to AAAI at the above address or at aaai10@aaai.org by June 11, 2010. No refunds will be made after this date.

**Disclaimer:** In offering Georgia Institute of Technology (campus housing), and all other service providers (hereinafter referred to as "Supplier(s)" for the AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence and the Innovative Applications Conference), AAAI acts only in the capacity of agent for the Suppliers that are the providers of the service. Because AAAI has no control over the personnel, equipment or operations or providers of accommodations or other services included as part of the AAAI-10/IAAI-10 program, AAAI assumes no responsibility for and will not be liable for any personal delay, inconveniences or other damage suffered by conference participants which may arise by reason of (1) any wrongful or negligent acts or omissions on the part of any Supplier or its employees, (2) any defect in or failure of any vehicle, equipment or instrumentality owned, operated or otherwise used by any Supplier, or (3) any wrongful or negligent acts or omissions on the part of any other party not under the control, direct or otherwise, of AAAI.